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A sweet and heart-tugging story about bullying, friendship, and fitting in, perfect for readers of
Stand Tall, Molly Lou Melon Paula and Maggie have been friends forever. Paula thinks Maggie is
the best—until mean girl Veronica says otherwise. Suddenly, Paula starts to notice that Maggie
is big and clumsy, and her clothes are sort of snuggish. Rather than sticking up for Maggie,
Paula ignores her old friend and plays with Veronica instead. Luckily, when Veronica turns on
Paula, Maggie’s true colors shine through. This moving friendship story has all the heart and
emotion of The Giving Tree and Kevin Henkes's Chrysanthemum. The gorgeous artwork and
important message make this a book to treasure. It’s truly a classic in the making.  

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 1—Paula (a beaver) and Maggie (an elephant) have been
friends forever, and though they're worlds apart in terms of size and abilities, they enjoy being
together—whether they are taking silly pictures in a photo booth or splashing in the mud. Then
one day, Veronica (a dog) manages to divide the two pals, but not for long. After a brief yet
hurtful period of disloyalty, Paula is surprised to find that she can still rely on Maggie to be the
best friend ever. As in Nancy Carlson's books and the collaborations by Helen Lester and Lynn
Munsinger, the focus is on life issues such as feelings, moral character, and self-esteem. This
time she aptly addresses peer pressure and its influence on friendships. Enhancing the
enlightening tale, Harrison's exemplary acrylic paintings of anthropomorphic animals serve as
valuable information in helping children recognize facial expressions. VERDICT The trials of
friendship and the early vestiges of mean girl culture are well portrayed in this recommended
purchase; perfect for storytime or one-on-one sharing.—Gaye Hinchliff, King County Library
System, WAReview* "Harrison tells her story with touching and expert restraint, and...shows a
deeply sympathetic understanding of the simultaneously fragile and powerful emotions of
children." — Publishers Weekly, starred review"Harrison's straightforward, first-person
text...conveys a wealth of emotion." — Kirkus Reviews"The trials of friendship and the early
vestiges of mean girl culture are well portrayed in this recommended purchase; perfect for
storytime or one-on-one sharing." — School Library JournalAbout the AuthorHannah Harrison is
an award-winning painter, specializing in animals. She lives with her family in Ada,
Oklahoma.Read more
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Jonna Pickard, “Read this to your children. I teach K-2 special education (mostly on the
spectrum) and this book is incredible for teaching acceptance and celebrating friends who may
look and act a little different.”

Travelin' Mamma, “Fantastic book about bullying. This is terrific! Maggie is an elephant; her best
friend is a woodchuck. The popular girls at school, led by a “mean girl,” decide Maggie is clumsy
and uncool and cannot sit with them at lunch. The woodchuck ignores her friend Maggie—
friends since birth—so she can be part of the popular crowd. When the “mean girl” starts making
fun of the woodchuck’s teeth and all the other kids are laughing, Maggie, despite everything,
comes to defend her. The woodchuck realizes that Maggie is her true friend and decides true
friendship is more important than popularity. The words are simplistic but the illustrations convey
deep emotions. My child asks for it often and is tuned into the group dynamics.”

Mallory, “Cute book about bullying. Great illustrations an ideal way to teach young kids about
bullying.”

Juliy, “Need to have boook. Cute friendship book. Super simple to read for kids that staring to
read.”

L. Bryant, “A Beautiful Book. This book is so good and so important for young readers. It
teaches love between friends even when it's hard, and that hurts can be healed. Maggie is an
exemplary and loving character that children can rally behind. I highly recommend this one.”

dfight, “A Must Read book about bullying. Unkind words have a way of infecting people's ideas ...
even when they are about your best friend. But true friends stand up for one another and don't
allow others to pick on their friends. The illustrations are so poignant I teared up just looking at
them. The sadness expressed on Maggie's face says it all. This book should be in every
elementary school library”

Kate, “Hannah Harrison for the win!. Hannah Harrison is an incredible artist and a great story
teller. We've loved her other books, so we were keen to buy this one too. As an adult, I thought
the story wrapped up a little too quickly at the end, but otherwise, it's a great purchase.”

LOIS &Joe LUNSFORD, “so adorably writen, and the illustration are super cute too. This cute
book touched my heart in a way left me speechless, so adorably writen, and the illustration are
super cute too. Love this book so much.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “Magnifiques illustrations et une belle histoire. Offert à la fille pour ses 2



ans après avoir découvert Bernice boude je cherchait un livre du même auteur en anglais.Les
dessins sont absolument magnifiques.”

The book by Hannah E. Harrison has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 101 people have provided
feedback.
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